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In 2016 the WHO launched the global health sector strategy

for the elimination of viral hepatitis alongside a dedicated

monitoring&evaluation (M&E) framework1 to assess progress

at national, regional and global levels. Despite being a priority

setting for viral hepatitis elimination in Europe, prisons are

rarely integrated into national monitoring efforts. Gaps in the

implementation of the recommended interventions to achieve

the elimination goals in prison still exist.

The European Monitoring Centre for Drug Addiction

(EMCDDA) developed and implemented standardised data

collection tools to monitor drug use and health-related

consequences in prison settings, such as the European

Questionnaire on Drug Use among People living in prison

(EQDP) 2. However, comprehensive M&E framework for prison

viral hepatitis elimination activities is still lacking, hindering the

capacity to identify existing barriers, to inform planning and

resource allocation.

Background

Objectives

This study aimed to adapt the WHO M&E

framework for assessing viral hepatitis burden and

coverage of prevention and control measures to the

prison settings in the EU/EEA.

Methods

Results

Table 1. Adapted M&E framework for assessing viral hepatitis burden

and coverage of prevention and control measures in prison settings

A list of core indicators was developed (Table 1) and 

complemented with additional indicators were appropriate. For 

each indicator a definition, numerator and denominator were 

devised as exemplified in table 2, including the identification of 

alternative denominators to improve completeness.      

Conclusions

Quantitative data on the burden of viral hepatitis and the

coverage of prevention and control measures implemented in

prison in the EU/EEA are currently limited. To monitor progress

towards elimination of hepatitis in prison, additional efforts and

resources are needed to strengthen national and European data

collection tools.

An advisory committee of 10 European prison and infectious

diseases experts was set up by the EMCDDA. Based on the

WHO “Monitoring and evaluation for viral hepatitis B and C:

recommended indicators and framework” a set of indicators

adapted to the prison setting was devised through iterative

discussion.

The indicators included in the adapted M&E framework were

calculated using available data collected via the EMCDDA 

standardised data collection tools, namely: EQDP, FONTE and

prison workbook. The resulting indicators were assessed for:

1) Timeliness measures how up-to-date the data are

2) Coverage measures the proportion of the facilities for

which information is available

3) Validity describes to what extent the reported value or

qualitative information is comprehensive and in line with

the definition of the indicator

4) Completeness the percentage of countries reporting the

information (out of 27 EU MS + Norway=28)

The timeliness, coverage, validity and completeness were

scored from 1 to 4 for each indicator.

Data points to calculate at least one indicator were available

from 28 EU/EEA countries. When available, the information

collected for each indicator had excellent timeliness and

coverage for most countries (score 3.8; 3.7 respectively). The

average validity was good (score 3.2), primarily due to

challenges in the avaiability of the preferred denominators. This

resulted in the use of alternative denominators which affected

the quality of the information obtained. The completeness of the

information needed to fill in the core indicators was poor for most

countries (score 1.7).

Table 2. Example of indicator definition: 1.a HBV infection prevalence
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